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Captions for Supporting Movies M1 -M3
Gliding velocities and number of data points for experiment and simulation and simulation (B). We found in the experiments that shorter microtubules (< 5 µm) slow down already at higher N a /N (N a /N=0.9) compared to longer microtubules. In the simulation microtubules with only 10 motors also slowed down already at higher N a /N, but not as significantly as in the experiment. In addition, in the simulation at N a /N =0.6 microtubules with only 10 motors exhibit a faster average velocity than longer ones, which wasn't observed in the experiment. A difference in length of the microtubule corresponds to a different number of total motors acting on the microtubule. For shorter microtubules (i.e. smaller numbers of motors) fluctuations by the local variations of active and inactive motors get more apparent and lead to a change in the average velocity. Figure 2B . If two out of three (or one out of two) motors are active, coexistence of a broad distribution of slow motility around 0 nm/s with a long but low tail of fast motility is observed. With one out of three motors active, only slow motility is observed.
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Number of motors Figure 2B except that the motor stiffness is 0.1 pN/nm, 0.5 pN/nm and 10 pN/nm (from left to right). At a low motor stiffness of ! = 0.1!pN/nm the transition from fast to slow motility is smooth and no coexistence region is observed. At a motor stiffness of ! = 0.5!pN/nm coexistence of fast to slow motility is observed at N a /N = 0.7, but the transition is smoother than compared to simulations using ! = 1!pN/nm ( Figure 2B ). At a high motor stiffness of ! = 10!pN/nm gliding is only observed at N a /N = 1 and 0.9, as the stiff linkers stall the gliding microtubule immediately. Figure 2B . Compared to Figure 2B , acquired from simulations in which the distribution of motors and the ratio of active per total motors in a simulation run was constant, the main region of coexistence shifted from ! ! /! = 0.7 to ! ! /! = 0.8, and the width of the velocity distribution increased. Figure 2B ). We found that the coexistence of fast and slow motility at N a /N = 0.7 is less pronounced than compared to histograms acquired from simulations using ! ! = 1000!!! ! /! ( Figure 2B ). The rather low randomness parameter, fitting best our experimental data, might result from collective effects of multiple motors or the short length of the truncated kinesins used. Figure 2B . Coexistence of fast and slow motility exists for 0.3!!"/ !" < ! < !10!pN/nm and is shifted to higher N a /N for increased !.
Captions for Supporting Movies M1 -M3:
Movies M1-M3 show different motility regimes of gliding microtubules observed at three ratios of N a /N. The examples show fast gliding at maximum velocity (for N a /N = 1, movie M1), bistable movement with phases of fast and slow motility (for N a /N = 0.7, movie M2) and stopping (for N a /N = 0.3, movie M3). 
